
were adopted by white families on Salt Spring.  

top artist colonies in North America, it was 
especially rewarding for me, as an author, to 

and painter of wildlife and landscapes. The 

a teacher mother of French, Egyptian and 
Tunisian heritage, Yasmine Amal is a skilled 
potter who sells her wares at Salt Spring’s 

that celebrates the compelling black history of 

We’ll also do a presentation at 7:30 p.m. on 

events are free and open to the public.

what you actually look like and how you move 
about the world. Add to this a positive and open 
attitude, revealed by what you actually say and 
how interesting you are to others, and you have the 
quick pass to positive connection with people.

Exercise your increasing communication skills 
as needed for business or personal contact. No 
need to be on high alert at all times. Do remember, 
however, that people may not remember what you 
said, but they will always remember how you made 
them feel. It’s very natural, isn’t it?

You set a ripple of communication in motion 
as soon as you become aware of anyone outside 
of yourself. The next step in communication is 
the greeting. The greeting acknowledges another 
person and is an opportunity to show you are safe 
and sincere.  

Have you ever met someone to whom you were 
instantly willing to give your time and attention? 
You likely did this if you felt you could trust that 
person and perhaps you also felt understood.

An actual meeting is phase one of successful 
communicating. What makes it all mesh between 
greeting and meaningful communication is rapport. 

Next greet and meet encounter check the 
quality of the 93% of non verbal (before words) 
communication of you and your partner:

1. Eye contact 

 communication resolutions 
as you negotiated the recent social season? You 
certainly communicated wherever you attended. 

us energy and makes us feel good, especially when 
we also feel understood. Aren’t these sound reasons 
to come out from behind the phones and computers 
and communicate face to face more in 2010? 

How well did your last encounters go? Was it 

time meeting in a new situation such as a bar? 

was affected by how likeable you seemed to people.
Were you sending signals that you were ready 

to connect, and in turn, welcome people’s interest 
in conversing and connecting with you? Even if 
you didn’t think you were transmitting, others were 

voice and eye contact with them.

Today’s time pressures are such that impressions 
are formed, for better or for worse, with great 

made in even a split second?

attention starts with your intended conversation 
partner’s perception of your presence. This is 

2. Posture
3. Space between you

 
connection touch

Some cultures even take into account breath as 
they get close enough to touch foreheads or noses.

feeling about it serves as both blue print and 
evaluation of how well you are doing.  The more 
common ground you have, interests and values, 
the more likely you will have an easy rapport. If it 
needs a bit of work, you can address barriers such 

environment in which we meet and communicate.  

VIP: Knowing what you want going into a 
communication with someone brings you closer 

open and you will sparkle brightly when you 

impression.

 of his book 

miniseries, author Alex Haley tapped into 
a deep longing among the descendants of 
enslaved blacks to claim ties with our African 
forebears. It was my understanding of this 
history that prompted me to burst into tears 

an image of a beaming man in Lesotho holding 

The book was opened to a page featuring 
a photo of the man’s daughter Tankiso, age 
5, shortly after she’d arrived on Salt Spring 

family. I’m not privy to the circumstances that 
led to the separation of birth parent and child. 

would endure.
For me, the arrival of the photo from 

historical and contemporary presence of blacks 
on Salt Spring.  Having toiled a decade on a 
biography of Alice Walker (best known for her 

moved to Salt Spring from the San Francisco 

in my living room when a cosmic voice 
exhorted me to write a book about the black 
heritage on Salt Spring.

Over the years, I’ve learned to honour the 
spiritual guidance that I believe is available to 
all who heed its call.  And so, working with 

heritage and to examine its unique racial 
history through a 21st century lens. See www.
dancingcrowpress.com 

black settlers in 1859.  Literate and highly 

of a series of racially repressive laws 

Interestingly, the disaffected blacks in 

Douglas (himself the son of a black woman 

labourers to support the boom town frenzy 
after gold was discovered along the Fraser 

The early blacks on Salt Spring included the 

Jones taught the youth on Salt Spring (without 
pay) for several years. As one who was 

teachers, my research on Jones was especially 
uplifting. And who could look at a 1929 class 
photo from Salt Spring and not marvel at the 
ethnic diversity of the students?      

recreation site, Jim Anderson was another early 

in the company of a black youth in a canoe. 

to sweep their back porch but Jim Anderson 
made a hobby of keeping his beach clean and 
he was down there every morning [with a 
broom]. This was [Anderson’s] little park and 
he delighted in having people … come down 

     The boy in the photo was a member 
of the Whims family, also among the black 

to the Whims clan.  A dapper gentleman with 

     Long attractive to retirees, Salt Spring is 
also awash with children. The youthful ranks 
include many children of African descent 


